
AFC Bournemouth vs. Swansea City  

Swansea have not won a game at Dean Court in the Premier League, losing 3-2 in 2015/16 

and 2-0 in 2016/17.  

Stoke are relegated which means, unless West Brom stay up, there is one other team that 

will be relegated.  

Bournemouth appear to be playing 3-5-2.  

There’s an early chance as Wilson gets the better of Fernandez, but Swansea’s captain 

does well as he puts Wilson off and he can’t keep it in.  

Wilson has had a lively start for Bournemouth.  

King does well as he gets the better of Mawson and spins him, but the Swans clear the 

cross.  

Disallowed goal as King splits the Swans defence and finds Pugh, only for him to be flagged 

offside.  

There’s a scramble in the box as Fernandez flicks it on for Dyer, who hits it goalwards but in 

the way is Begovic.  

Fraser flashes it across goal and Wilson should score but he skies it.  

Great work from King down the wing. He then feeds Surman in, who should shoot but he 

tees up Wilson who puts it over once more.  

Andre Ayew with a cross towards the back post and they should score but the header goes 

over.  

Free-kick for Bournemouth. Wilson is kicked from behind. Bournemouth surrounding the 

referee claiming it was inside the box.  

Goal and it’s Wee Man! Surman lays it off and Fraser curls it into the top right corner.  

Massive miss for Jordan Ayew as a lovely one-two sees him in on goal, only to put it over.  

Half time and it’s 1-0.  

Begovic parries Jordan Ayew’s shot for a corner.  

Good save from Fabianski, who tips the ball over the bar from Fraser’s out swinging cross.  

The Swans are staring to put the pressure on.  

King with lovely skill and he crosses for Steve Cook, who heads over from five yards.  

Abraham is on for Dyer.  

Roberts crosses in, Francis headers out and it comes to Carroll, who narrowly hits over the 

bar.  

King is on for Van Der Hoorn.  

Wilson heads it straight to Fabianski’s hands from the corner. Big chance!  

Narsingh is on for Ki-Sung Yeung and Gosling is on for Pugh.  



Wilson lays Gosling off, who should shoot first time, but instead passes. It comes off the 

defence and Gosling’s rebound shot is weak and Fabianski can make a simple save.  

Wee Man gets up the inside and plays in King. King plays it across goal and Wilson taps it 

straight at Fabianski.  

There will be three minutes added on.  

Mousset is on for King and Mings is on for Wilson.  

Mousset has a tremendous shot which goes over the bar.  

 

 

Freddie Travers  


